Reflection Activity

I’d like you to take a few minutes to think about how this course connects to your values and goals. You don’t have to write down complete sentences if that’s not comfortable for you, but go ahead and take some time to think about the prompt and jot down a couple reminders for yourself. After a few minutes, I’ll prompt you to turn to your neighbors and share a bit about what you’ve written.

Some example goals and values that might resonate with you, just to get the ideas flowing!

- I like to build fun/stimulating/challenging activities into my weeks, and I expect that compiler writing is going to involve solving a lot of fun puzzles and generally be a good time!
- I have a lot of curiosity and like to understand the world around me, and I’m excited to figure out what’s going on inside these compiler and interpreter things I keep using.
- I want to become a better programmer, and I think understanding the tools I use for programming is going to help me get there.
- I care about making programming easier/more accessible/less buggy/faster, and gaining the skills to implement a language will let me work on this goal.
- I think a programming tool for activity X would help a particular community that I care about, and being able to implement a compiler or interpreter will let me build it.
OCaml Intro + Language Learning Skills

For this next activity, we’re going to work on a strategy that can be helpful both when we’re debugging our own compilers and when we’re trying to learn a new language. Here’s the process we’ll use.

1. Read the program carefully.
2. Predict what will happen.
3. Write down what you expect will happen before running it. I know this seems silly, but actually grab a piece of paper and jot it down! It’s important to commit to your prediction and think about the mental model of the language that has led you to make that prediction. It’s ok to be wrong! We’re just looking to get some information that will either confirm our mental model or help us adjust the mental model to something more accurate.
4. Run the program. If your prediction wasn’t right, what part of the mental model might have failed you? What’s an alternative mental model that would produce the right answer? Do you need other resources to help you find out? Or is there another program you could run that would help you test a new hypothesis?

What will be the printed output for each of the following OCaml programs? For lines where there are multiple alternatives in boxes, please predict the output for each possible program variation in turn. (First predict the output if the line is variant (a), then if it’s variant (b), etc.) Remember, make your predictions before you run the programs! But feel free to run the programs once you’ve jotted down your predictions.

If you don’t yet have OCaml set up on your machine, feel free to use an online resource like https://www.tutorialspoint.com/compile_ocaml_online.php to run your programs.

```
let f x =
  if x = "61C"
    then "A prereq!"
  else if x = "164"
    then "I'm taking this now!"
  else if x = "264"
    then "I may take this later!"
  else "Default: " ^ x
;;
(a) _______________________________________
(b) _______________________________________
(c) _______________________________________

let g x =
  match x with
  "61C" -> "A prereq!"
| "164" -> "I'm taking this now!"
| "264" -> "I may take this later!"
| _     -> "Default: " ^ x
;;
(a) _______________________________________
(b) _______________________________________
(c) _______________________________________`
let ready prior_course current_course =
  match prior_course with
    "61C" -> match current_course with
      "164" -> "ready!"
      | _ -> "hm, not sure"
    | _ -> "hm, not sure about that either"
  ;;

  (a) ___________________________________________________________________
  (b) ___________________________________________________________________
  (c) ___________________________________________________________________

let ready_2 prior_course current_course =
  match prior_course with
    "61C" -> (match current_course with
      "164" -> "ready!"
      | _ -> "hm, not sure")
    | _ -> "hm, not sure about that either"
  ;;

  (a) ___________________________________________________________________
  (b) ___________________________________________________________________
  (c) ___________________________________________________________________

let ready_3 prior_course current_course =
  match prior_course, current_course with
    "61C", "164" -> "ready!"
    | _ -> "not sure!"

  (a) ___________________________________________________________________
  (b) ___________________________________________________________________
  (c) ___________________________________________________________________